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IGNACIA GUEST HOUSE: 
Ignacia Guest House proudly announces and celebrates its second anniversary.  
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Mexico City – An exclusive bed and breakfast in Colonia Roma in the heart of Mexico City, blending 
history and Mexican artisan tradition with contemporary design, we are named after and try to honor 
Ignacia, who for over 70 years was the housekeeper of this 1913 casona, or estate house.

Architects from Factor Eficiencia, along with the design firm Estudio de Interiorismo A-G, developed 
Ignacia Guest House based on a concept from the design and communications firm, Fuckin’Fitz & 
Co. The desired concept would reflect the personality of and documentary information about 
Ignacia, from the chromatic color palette to the gardens inspired by the forests of Guerrero (Ignacia’s 
home state), and even the privacy of each space. 

The historical building joins public spaces, including the lobby, reception, library, dining room, and 
kitchen, directly to the master suite, La Habitación Negra. 

On another side, in a completely new building, sit the rest of the rooms: La Azul, La Verde, La Rosa 
and La Amarrilla, arranged one on top of the other on the central patio with individual balconies or 
terraces. Each with a unique color scheme, the rooms have their own specific ambience in harmony 
with the whole complex. The interior furniture is a dialogue between the traditional past and the 
contemporary, including designs by Eileen Grey, Eero Saarinen, Serge Mouille, Sean Dix, and James 
Tan. The spaces complement each other with examples of contemporary design by A-G, Bo 
Concept, PECA, and Jonathan Adler. All of the common spaces boast works from the workshop of 
master artisan potter José Cervantes from San Agustín Oapan, Guerrero.

Ignacia Guest House has been internationally acclaimed for its interior design, architecture, and 
restoration. Guests can abandon their daily routine and enjoy the historical details, gardens, and 
spaces where in the morning they can choose to have breakfast at the communal tables under an 
orange tree, or in the privacy of their own balcony. 

The kitchen uses only the finest ingredients from local, traditional markets. Everything is prepared in 
the moment and in a home-cooked fashion: salsas, artisanal bread, fresh fruit, uniquely prepared 
Mexican juices, and dishes that include eggs any style, sopes, tamales, and chilaquiles, as well as less 
known flavors from the vast Mexican gastronomic tradition that will remain in your memory and 
cravings long after your stay. 



Colonia Roma

Colonia Roma, a Mexico City classic, has been the protagonist of the capitol’s history since it was founded in the 
late XIX century. The neoclassical architecture, art nouveau, art deco, and contemporary buildings, blend well 
together in this neighborhood that has experienced a rebirth and now breathes a cultural effervescence like never 
before. Every resident, street, and house are part of this radical change, making Colonia Roma a fundamental 
part of the heart of Mexico City. 
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Ignacia

We know little about her. She was born around 1914 in Guerrero, from where she arrived in Mexico City in the 
late 20s to work in the old estate house. She first helped with the cleaning, then caring for the children, eventually 
becoming the head housekeeper until the year 2000, at which time she moved with the family that she worked for 
so many years to an apartment in the south part of the city. Ignacia was devoted to her work; she became an 
integral part of home and her imprint can still be felt. Like a Pita Amor character, Ignacia enjoyed the house as if it 
were her own, and in the end it practically was. She knew every corner and managed the home with great care 
and discipline. She planted two trees in the garden which she crossed thousands of times on the way to her room 
and where she also enjoyed resting.
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AWARDS 2017

MEDALLA DE PLATA 2018
XV Bienal Nacional e Internacional de Arquitectura Mexicana
Categoría: Diseño de Interiores e Integración Plástica 

1ST PLACE
IIDA Best Interiors of Latin America and the Caribbean

Category: Hotels / United States

Firenze Entremuros Prize, Reforma Newspaper

Category: Residential Interior Design / Mexico

2ND PLACE
Association of Architects and Interior Designers Sixth National Architecture and Interior Design 

Prize (6º Premio Nacional de Arquitectura e Interiorismo, AAI)
Category: Hotel Interior Design / Mexico

Noldi Schreck Prize, Glocal Magazine

Category: Boutique Hotel / Mexico

PRISMA Mexican Interior Design Prize (PRISMA Premio de Interiorismo Mexicano)

Category: Hotels / Mexico

HONORABLE MENTION
AAP American Architecture Prize

Category: Hospitality Architecture / United States

III Biennial of Architecture Mexico City (III BARQ Bienal de Arquitectura CDMX)

Category: Tourism / Mexico

Best of Year Awards 2017, Interior Design Magazine

Category: Hospitality - Hotel Restoration & Renovation / United States

SHORTLISTED
INSIDE Awards, WAF World Architectural Festival

Category: Hotels / United Kingdom

International Design Awards | SBID Society of British Interior Designers

Category: Hotel Guest Rooms and Suites Design / United Kingdom
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FACTOR EFICIENCIA (1992) 
Led by Fermín Espinosa and Gerardo Salinas, Factor 
Eficiencia is dedicated to architecture with an emphasis 
on optimizing construction and design of government 
projects, as well as private projects that integrate 
technological and structural innovation. They carefully 
consider time, cost, efficiency, and quality in every aspect 
of a project. Based in Mexico City, Factor Eficiencia works 
in several states throughout Mexico, the United States, 
and Canada, responding to the needs of each project 
within its context. 

A – G (2010) 
A-G moves to the rhythm of international trends while 
redefining a young and clever Mexican context. Versatility 
is a constant, and they care about international influence 
as well as the local Mexican cultural effervescence and 
design. They are attentive to the details of every project, 
preferring Mexican products and formulating a national 
design that is not often seen.

Fuckin’Fitz & Co (1998)
With years of expertise in the creation and management 
of brands and their assets, Jorge Fitz and his team greatly 
enjoy creating communication systems that build value for 
their clients, using graphic design, elaborating content, or 
proposing experiences for consumers. In the case of 
Ignacia Guest House, Jorge (who knew Ignacia personally) 
and Michael Parker (Copy Writer) merged their talents 
with Emmanuel Viggiano (Graphic Designer) to propose 
the central concept and graphics. 
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